Title: The Conservation Potential of Converted Farmland
Description: Paul Botts, the Executive Director of The Wetlands Initiative, will
discuss the impressive potential and measured impact of restored farmland within
Illinois’ conservation equation. Highlights will include the remarkable story of
resiliency in converted farmland, improving water quality and expanding habitat by
working with landowners to transition low-producing farmland and the very real
steps, challenges, opportunities, and rewards in working with farmers to achieve
mutual goals for the land.

First, a quick refresher on the stakes involved. Here is some language from a key section of the Wetlands Initiative’s
draft new 5-year strategic plan:

“TWI’s vision is of a world with “plentiful healthy wetlands improving water quality, climate, biodiversity, and
human well-being.” In the Midwest, that aspiration must include working with farmers….
Solutions to the nutrient-runoff dilemma must be shown to work, environmentally and economically, in the
context of the Midwest’s vast farming landscape….
One effective practice is constructed wetlands, which if carefully designed and sited can provide remarkable lowmaintenance, natural treatment of the excess nitrogen leaving farm fields via tile drainage. To make a difference
at scale, this farm-based wetland practice must one day become routine across the Midwest….”

There are some exciting things happening and a lot of new collaboration underway in
Illinois between conservationists and the farming sector.
IDNR farmland!

▪ TWI’s farm wetlands project is about getting farmers to build and maintain
small “in-line wetlands” on their farms.
▪ Carefully designed and precisely placed, these little wetlands can provide
remarkable and entirely natural nutrient removal. They’re easy to maintain;
take up small bits of the farmer’s worst farmland; and we now have hard field
data showing that they work if anything even better than we predicted.
▪ The financial model is a mix of outside funding, Farm Bill enrollments, and
farmer volunteerism from a mix of motivations. Some farmers can install it
themselves; some want ancillary benefits; some want to feel like they’re
doing something explicitly “green”; and our farm-sector partners (trade
groups) are prodding them about “getting ahead of” the nutrient issue.
▪ It feels to us now as if this thing has gained traction and is picking up speed.
We’ve built several of the wetlands with more in the works; we have more
farmer prospects now than we can handle; our project team members are
becoming leaders in conservation work with farmers in Illinois generally; etc.
▪ But let’s talk about the context of that project and others that you’re hearing
about.

How did we tree-huggers spend the ‘90s and ‘00s talking about farmers and farming?

“biodiversity deserts”

“a dead zone for
wildlife”

From a recent article in Politico:

“Farmers have long felt unfairly blamed for all manner of
environmental ills, from drinking water contamination in
Iowa to the dead zone in the Gulf of Mexico. It’s
impossible for many to reckon with the fact that farming
the land they love using widely-accepted growing
practices could result in such destruction. It all feels like
another attack on their way of life and their livelihood.”
It turns out that farmers listen to NPR too, and/or their relatives do. They know how
we’ve been talking about them.

One day we at TWI realized that
they look at websites, too.

This is literally our “before”
picture. As in “before we heroic
conservationists rescued all that
land from those evil farmers…”

A few minutes ago I said this about TWI’s farm-wetlands project:
It feels to us today as if this thing has gained traction and is picking up speed. We’ve built
several of the wetlands with more in the works; we have more farmer prospects now in
more watersheds than we can handle;

That wasn’t true a few years ago. What we had to learn on the fly sums up into two points:
▪ How much less we actually knew about modern Midwestern rowcrop farming and farmers than we thought
we did; and
▪ That we in conservation needed to reboot our credibility with farmers. We can lecture farmers or we can
successfully persuade them to do things differently: pick one.

A few years ago we were trying to recruit the Illinois Corn Growers Association as a project lead partner. Their
staff (enthused) brought a committee of association members (not) to TWI’s offices to hear our pitch
firsthand....

We’ve had to learn how to talk with farmers not at them.

We’ve been reshaping our project tactics to the actual reality of 21st century Midwestern rowcrop farmers. Some of
this is old news and some of it is new.
▪ they are more and differently networked than their parents or grandparents were.

▪ they’re being pushed more and more to a net-results view of their business, which is a big change.
▪ locality is a very strong feeling: they don’t describe themselves as Illinois farmers but as Bureau County or
Woodford County farmers.
▪ they are not motivated just by their economic bottom line, until they think someone else is suggesting that they
do something in spite of their bottom line.
▪ today’s rowcrop farmers are swimming in powerful data about their soil and their fields.
▪ they are just as much motivated by identity as the rest of us human beings are.
▪ farmers aren’t a monolith and don’t all see issues or themselves the same way, but they won’t let you see that
until you’re more than someone they just met.

The summary takeaway is that this effort (not just TWI’s particular project) is really about
culture. We are trying to make nutrient-treatment wetlands and cover cropping and a bunch
of other nutrient loss reduction practices normal within the very distinctive and strong culture
of Midwestern rowcrop farming.

In one sense that is daunting: “culture eats policy for breakfast”, etc. Culture has huge inertia.
Which means that we are, like it or not, playing a long game here.

The good news is the potential upside: as Sir Isaac Newton pointed out, inertia cuts both
ways. Cultural shifts can be powerful and can outlast specific policies/programs. If tomorrow
every law and public-service announcement about seat belts vanished would we suddenly go
back to driving our kids around without them?

